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PLEDGE
Registered members of
PRINTING SA

pledge to abide by the association’s code of ethics and, to the best of their ability,
act in a way that is consistent with the following values:

PROFESSIONALISM

To maintain the highest appropriate standards of technology and employee skills

INTEGRITY

To be honest and open in all my dealings

FAIRNESS

To provide good value for money and top quality

SUSTAINABILITY

To ensure the best possible nancial, social and environmental performance of the business

ACCOUNTABILITY

To meet all my statutory obligations to all shareholders
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Leal Wright

Prior to the arrival of the virus in our country, our members were
already facing the challenges of a weak local economy, coupled
with rising input costs and reduced demand due to technology
advances such as digitization and social media.
While some members escaped the worst effects of the extended
lockdown through the fact that they were suppliers to designated
Essential Service providers, most members had to assess
and adjust their cost base and, in many cases, PSA staff were
asked to assist and advise. Almost all owner managers saw an
effective reduction in the value of their businesses. Unfortunately,
employment numbers were adversely affected. Those who
remained employed had to accept reduced pay levels, but they
were in some way mitigated by the Governments TERS scheme.
We issued frequent notices on the requirements and updates to
the TERS application procedures.

It gives me pleasure to present the Annual
Report of Printing SA (PSA) for 2020.
The past year’s activities were dominated by
the Covid-19 pandemic.

A specific scenario of great concern to Printing SA is the ongoing
under-performance of the SA Post Office (SAPO). Many printers
have clients who rely on the postal service for delivering printed
matter, and many printers also produce mailers and envelopes.
Whilst digital media has taken some demand away from the area
of printed communication, research shows that there is still strong
demand and preference from consumers for printed matter such
as leaflets, brochures, nail order catalogues, statements and
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invoices. Printing SA is engaging with Government to
highlight the serious situation caused by the problems with
SAPO. We are appreciative of the work carried out by the
Two Sides organization to present the correct perspective on
printing, particularly onto paper, and to tackle green washing
done by some corporates.
The lockdown and subsequent restrictions caused the presentation
and consequently the attendance at training courses to cease.
Apart from impacting the income to PSA it, more importantly, withheld
valuable training opportunities from our industry workforce. Progress
was however made with the introduction of e-learning. We were able
to secure free access to Google’s G- Suite for Education and the FP&M
Seta allocated funds from their discretionary grant to purchase tablets and
mobile data. These were given to learners, so they had access to our Google
classroom from their homes.
International recognition was received for the pilot to our Colour Management
e-learning course. It was developed with the financial support of FESPA and was
attended by 95 participants, of which 24 were based in the UK. Its success will be
followed by further course to be presented internationally in March, and again later in
2021 based on demand.
We remained active in representing the industry’s interests with many government
departments and industry bodies. Apart from making contributions on various duty
issues (aluminium roll products and thermal rolls) and pending legislation (Copyright,
Public Procurement, Imprint Act and the National Small Enterprise Act), PSA is
particularly concerned with certain provisions of the Air Quality Act and the
Extended Producer Responsibility notice. Whilst our members are supportive
of the need to curb carbon emissions and to reduce carbon footprint, we are
concerned that certain restrictions and obligations are based on suspect
data and will have an unconsidered adverse effect on employment and
business viability.
It remains for me to recognise and acknowledge the commitment
by our CEO, Dr Abdool Majid Mahomed, to manage the
organization during the pandemic and to ensure that our
staff were able to remain effective in their commitment
to meet the needs of our members. I thank all our staff
around the country for their support, often in difficult
circumstances, during 2020. I look forward,
together with my fellow Board members, to
guiding and contributing to our activities and
to, I am sure, a better year in 2021.
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CEO REPORT
Dr Abdool Majid
Mahomed

All operating chambers were affected to varying degrees, with
some having to terminate particular revenue streams, and other
having to curtail certain operational activities. The demand for
face-to-face interaction and training activities was severely
affected and it became imperative to migrate to online modes of
collaboration with students and other stakeholders.
Despite the economic difficulties faced by Printing SA, our main
priority was to ensure the safety of our staff. We implemented
strict hygiene protocols at all our Chambers and ensured full
compliance with government regulations. In order to mitigate
the adverse operational impact on the business, we studied our
profitable activities and explored ways to retain these services
despite the challenges posed by the pandemic. We terminated
redundant activities and closely examined our operating margins
during the year so that strategic decisions could be taken to
maximize profitability. In light of the difficulties imposed by the
current trading environment, we also revisited our forecasts and
restructured our plans so that Printing SA may be better equipped
to navigate through this wave of uncertainty. We have however
been very fortunate in that no jobs were lost despite the reduced
demand for our services.

The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the
introduction of a national lockdown during
the first quarter of 2020 adversely affected
the overall performance of the Printing SA
group.

Business activity at Printing SA was subdued in the past year due
to the pandemic. Revenues fell short of expectations, and this was
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mainly due to reduced chamber service fees, training and
membership fees. Many affiliates experienced financial
difficulties during the year, resulting in reduced fee income.
Operating expenses also reduced considerably due to fewer
projects being undertaken, the move to remote working and the
need to conduct all activities online. These factors contributed
to a significant reduction on the net profit margin for the period
under review (2020: 5.3%, 2019: 12.2%).
Together with reduced demand for services, the financial constraints
posed by the pandemic also adversely affected Printing SA in that debt
collection was compromised. While this had always been a challenge for
the business, we had instituted various action plans to accelerate recovery.
We have also implemented alternative plans to help improve revenue in this
online working environment, and we hope to see an improvement in future
years.
At Printing SA, we acknowledge the effect of the pandemic on our ailing economy
and have no doubt that we are operating in a highly unstable and uncertain
environment. We continue to remain optimistic for the future and have chosen to
adopt a disciplined, adaptable, customer-centered approach to enable us to pull
through this period of turmoil and complexity. Together with the unwavering support of
our staff, we are certain that the operational activities of Printing SA will improve as we
move forward.
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COMMERCIAL &
TECHNICAL ISSUES 2020
Khanyi Ntanzi

Printing SA was at the forefront monitoring and scanning the
environment to safeguard that there were no legislations or tariffs
passed that could cripple the sector and gave important updates
on news and advice on how business should remain sustainable
and compliant in these times.

1. Duty Issues
1.1 Duty Increase Requested on Aluminium Rolled
Products

“What a year”! 2020 has been a challenging
one, forcing most people and businesses
to adapt to new realities as the world was
struck by Corona Virus pandemic. What is
optimistic is to see people and businesses
adapting and thriving to change.

Hulamin Operations applied for an increase in the general duty
on certain aluminium plates, sheets, strips, and foil products
classifiable under tariff heading 76.06 and 76.07 from 0 to
15%. The International Trade Administration Commission
of South Africa (ITAC) pre-initiated investigation in March
2019 in response to an application brought by Hulamin and
published the application in the government gazette in May
2019. Printing SA and members opposed the application.
The application received a lot of responses from other
Sectors opposing the increase, as the tariff heading covered
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wider products and mainly some products under the
tariff heading were not manufactured by Hulamin. The
subject products are mainly used in the packaging,
transport (road, marine and rail), automotive, marine,
construction, general engineering, electronics, energy,
and white goods industries.
ITAC met Printing SA and affected members in July 2019 to
assist the Commission with the investigation, members raised
concerns with the application how it will affect the businesses.
Hulamin Operations was granted a duty increase from 0 to 15%
ad valorem in December 2020. This came as a huge shock for
downstream industry as the increase posed a threat to affected sectors
as they depend on a competitively priced raw material to compete
against low priced imports of finished products. Together with the delay it
took ITAC to conclude announcing the findings. Typically, ITAC should take
4-6 months to conclude the investigation, in this case it took more than 20
months.
Commission further recommended among other things:
•
The creation of Schedule 4 rebate provisions to cater for product range not
manufactured domestically,
•

The proposed duty on the subject products be reviewed after at least one (1)
year following the introduction of tariff support (unless determined otherwise
by the Commission) to monitor the performance of the domestic industry.

1.2 DUTY INCREASE REQUESTED ON POLYETHYLENE
TEREPHTHALATE (PET)
Safripol application was granted an increase in March 2020.
ITAC recommended an increase in the rate of customs duty on
polyethylene terephthalate classifiable under tariff subheadings
3907.61.10 and 3907.69.10 from free of duty and 3907.61.90
and 3907.69.90 from 10% to 15% ad valorem.

1.3 Potential Import Duty Application for
Thermal Rolls less than 85 mm in Width

Printing SA received a complaint from members
that many tons of finished thermal point of sales
(POS) roll are imported into South Africa every year.
It was reported that these rolls are often cheap and
do not comply with any standards. Local converters are
compromised because they are not able to compete on
price against these imported products.

The notice was published in April 2019. The product
is used in flexible packaging, the thermoformable
sheet extrusion used in food packaging
containers. Printing SA took a neutral position
on the matter.
The Commission further recommended
that the duty structure be reviewed
to determine its impact on the
industry value chain after
three years from the date

of implementation, or such
other period as decided by the
Commission.

In December 2020, Printing SA lodged an application to International
Trade Administration Commission of South Africa (ITAC) to initiate
an investigation on behalf of Thermal Converters. An increase of
duty application on all imported rolls with widths of 85 mm and less was
requested.

In another related matter, the European Commission initiated the investigation
following a complaint by the European Thermal Paper Association and its members
7

a sector without evidence that it causes harm or presents a
threat to the environment or health.

in August 2019. The request was to initiate an investigation
to Korean heavyweight thermal paper imported into the
European Union. In October 2020, the Commission imposed
a definitive anti-dumping duty and definitively collecting the
provisional duty imposed.

There have been extensive discussions between the
Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment
dating back to 2009 in which Printing SA has been calling the
department not to regulate the Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) within the printing industry. The department had
initially proposed that the industry should be listed under
Section 21, and Printing SA opposed it outright as it had
burdensome administration issues of site licences and
cost implications. Prior the 2016 publication notice, there
were discussions between Printing SA and the department
where we managed to get the organic solvent consumption
threshold to 25 tonnes per year. The department had initially
proposed the limit be set at 15 tonnes which was going to
destroy the industry.

2. Environmental Issues and Legislation
2.1 Regulation of Printing Activities under Section 23 of the
Air Quality Act. (Controlled Emitters)
The notice intending to regulate Printing Industry to be
declared as Controlled Emitters in terms of Section 23 of
Air Quality Act 2004 was published for comments in August
2020. This was a revised Notice for a second round of public
participation, to provide stakeholders with another opportunity
to comment as it was last consulted in 2016.
The notice sought to regulate operators or owners of an
existing or new printing industry operating in South Africa
which use the technologies of gravure, flexography, rotary
screen printing, heat set lithography – performing the printing,
coating, varnishing and lamination activities.

Printing SA sent comments in September 2020 and proposed
that the Department can investigate a tax on organic solvent
usage (for certain printing processes) and the tax should be
used to offset the additional cost of alterative printing material
to encourage change. By December 2020 were still waiting
for Department response. Read more: Estimated costs for
equipment; submission and proposal sent to DEFF

Printing SA and the Department of Environment, Forestry
and Fisheries (DEFF) had bilateral engagements regarding
the notice. Printing SA raised concerning issues that if notice
will be passed in its current form it will have devasting impact
to the industry due to high cost and maintenance of the
proposed mitigating equipment to be installed.

2.2 National Waste Management Strategy (NWMS) 2020
In September 2020, the Minister of Environment, Forestry; and
Fisheries Barbara Creecy said that South Africa has aligned
policy and strategy with the circular economy concept. The
NWMS 2020 was approved by Cabinet’s shortly. This follows
the Minister’s stakeholder engagement on NWMS held in
March 2020 where she highlighted that NWMS is aimed
at promoting the waste hierarchy and circular economy
principles, while achieving both socioeconomic benefits and
the reduction of negative environmental impacts.

The printing facilities above the threshold will be required to
install mitigation techniques or equipment to treat solvent and
reduce emission, which comes a high cost. The estimated
cost ranges from 2M to 12M, all costs exclude operational
costs, shipment, and installation.
In 2013 Printing SA consulted Tina Costas from Norton
Rose Fulbright, Environmental Lawyer, and Dr Ian James
from WKC Consulting, Technical specialist on Air Quality to
assist with legal advice and scientific evidence on the matter.
The results were presented to the Department and it never
disputed the results of technical findings undertaken in a
number of Test Case Facilities found that organic solvents
detected invents were not considered to be toxic and the
air dispersion modelling indicted a negligible health risk to
communities (due to low toxicity of solvents used). Despite
this scientific evidence, DEFF appears intent on regulating

The Minister highlighted three pillars of the NWMS, which are
promoting waste minimisation, efficient and effective waste
services and awareness raising, compliance monitoring and
enforcement. She further elaborated that NWMS builds on
the successes and lessons learnt from the implementation of
a 2011 strategy, with the NWMS providing government policy
and strategic interventions for the waste sector and being
aligned and responsive to the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) of Agenda 2030 adopted by all United Nations
(UN) member States.
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On approval of the NWMS, the Minister indicated
that it brings about significant strategic shifts from the
2011 strategy, including addressing the role of waste
pickers and the informal sector in the circular economy
and promoting approaches to the design of products and
packaging that reduce waste or encourage reuse, repair
and preparation for recycling. The new NWMS also supports
markets for source-separated recyclables.
The Minister further explained that in 2020, the department
has embarked on an extensive consultation process to initiate
extended producer responsibility (EPR) for various products,
including paper and packaging, electrical and electronic equipment,
and lighting. She said that the EPR gives effect to Section 18 of the
National Environmental Management Waste Act, 2008 and charts the
new approach to the management of waste in South Africa. The EPR will
make a significant contribution in the diversion of waste from landfilling,
thereby increasing the recycling rate to achieve the objectives of the NWMS.
On waste pickers, the Minister said that they are fully integrated in the recycling
value chain. She also mentioned that the Department has taken strides by
ensuring the necessary product design changes that embrace circularity for
the manufacturing of plastic carrier bags, the prevention and managing of plastic
pollution is moving on the right direction. The Minister hopes that initiatives like the
exclusion regulations that recognise material that can be used for beneficiation
purposes without requiring a waste licence. will promote the circular economy.
2.3 Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) notice and Introduction of
Section 18

The purpose of Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR)

The Regulations Regarding Extended Producer Responsibility
To provide the framework for the development,
(EPR) were published on 5 November 2020, under the National
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of exEnvironmental Management: Waste Act (NEMWA) (Act 59 of
tended producer responsibility schemes by produc2008). The EPR for Paper, Packaging and Some Singleers, to ensure the effective and efficient management
Use Products was also published. This was soon followed
of the identified end-of-life products and to encourage
by the industry bodies raising concerns regarding the
and enable the implementation of the circular economy iniregulations and met with Minister to discuss regulations
tiatives.”
shortcomings. The consensus was reached that
the regulations will be postponed by another six
What does the Notice mean for your business?
months. The regulations will come into effect
This is an environmental awareness putting pressure on many
on 5 May and all producers and PROs
manufacturers and consumers, forcing them to produce and disperse
must be registered by 5 November. The
products in an environmentally responsible manner. Now it is becoming
registration portal on DEFF’s website
more stringent that brand owners, manufacturers, importers, converters,
will be available from 5 May for
distributors, retailers (producers) to take-back and recycle their products at the
producers to register, the details of
end of their useful lives. Furthermore, companies are also urged to use recycled
the registration process will be
materials whenever possible.
announced.
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What should you do to comply with the regulations?

2.5 The Carbon Tax Act

Start by understanding and analyse identified product
portfolio (controlled products’) in your organisation. Know the
Producer Responsibility Organisation (PRO) to register with
or covers your company products. You need to know how
much your organisation will be required to contribute towards
the PRO, the PROs will represent different substrates and
fees will vary with the substrate and quantities the company
produces or puts in the market.

The Carbon Tax was passed into law on 1 June 2019, the
first carbon tax payment was due on 31 July 2020 and was
delayed to 31 October 2020 due to Covid-19. It is a new tax
in response to climate change, which is aimed at reducing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in a sustainable, cost
effective and affordable manner. The tax is payable at R120
per ton of CO2 equivalent, this rate will increase annually by
inflation plus 2 per cent until 2022, and annually by inflation
thereafter. It is imposed on entities that operate emissions
generation facilities at a combined installed capacity equal to
or above the carbon tax threshold of 10MW.

Click here to view the list of Producer Responsibility Organisation for different products; Extended Producer Responsibility explained and Estimated Fees.

The Tax gives effect to the polluter-pays-principle and
helps to ensure that firms and consumers take the negative
adverse costs (externalities) of climate change into account
in their future production, consumption and investment
decisions. The tax is assessed, collected and enforced as
an environmental levy in terms of the Customs and Excise
Act. The emissions that are subject to tax are determined in
accordance with either an approved reporting methodology
of the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
(DEFF), or the prescribed formulas in terms of the Carbon
Tax Act, 2019.

2.4 National Climate Change Bill
The purpose of the bill is to build the Republic’s effective
climate change response and a long term, just transition to
a climate resilient and low carbon economy and society in
the context of sustainable development. In 2019 the Bill was
withdrawn by the Minister for revision, the revised Bill was
re-tabled at Nedlac on 21 September 2020.
South Africa ratified the Paris Agreement (PA) on Climate
Change in 2016 and its still on track. The Paris Agreement
is a legally binding instrument that will further guide the
process for universal action on climate change. The
Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and the environment updated
stakeholders on National Climate Change issues in June
2020, said in order to remain committed to the agreement
South Africa needs to:
a)

Implement the domestic Mitigation System

b)

Table the Climate Change Bill in parliament

c)

Communicate to the UNFCCC by 2020 the midcentury long-term low greenhouse gas emission
strategies (LEDS)

d)

Implement the Adaptation Strategy

e)

Implement the Just Transition

The design of the carbon tax also provides significant taxfree emission allowances ranging from 60 per cent to 95
per cent in the first phase. This includes a basic tax-free
allowance of 60 per cent for all activities, a 10 per cent
process and fugitive emissions allowance, a maximum 10
per cent allowance for companies that use carbon offsets to
reduce their tax liability, a performance allowance of up to 5
per cent for companies that reduce the emissions intensity
of their activities, a 5 per cent carbon budget allowance for
complying with the reporting requirements and a maximum
10 per cent allowance for trade exposed sectors.
2.6 A just transition
The South African economy is highly energy, carbon intensive
and extremely vulnerable to the impacts of climate change.
The issues of unequal society marked by gross levels of
unemployment and poverty are dire. A Just Transition is
necessary to avoid exacerbating inequality, maintain social
cohesion, eradicate poverty and plan for the physical impacts
of climate change.

There have been growing calls for businesses and
individuals to reduce their greenhouse emissions amid
mounting evidence of climate change and the threat it poses
to humankind, including freshwater shortages, climate
instability and famine.
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The National Business Initiative (NBI) in partnership
with the Department of Environment, Forestry and
Fisheries (DEFF) hosted online interactive session
in December 2020 to identify viable and effective
programmes that could be implemented from the
development of a set of Sector Job Resilience Plans to
contribute to a Just Transition for South Africa.
It was a collaborative engagement on how business can best
enable and realise the opportunities presented by a just transition
to a low carbon and climate resilient economy and to respond
to the economic risks of climate change as a key stakeholder in
South Africa’s climate response. The Job Resilience Plans areas to
assist sectors and companies in key value chains to realise the green
economy opportunities. A particular attention to restorative justice in
South Africa is fundamental not only by government must facilitate a just
transition, but also include business, labour and society.
The process of planning for a Just Transition to a low (or no) carbon future for
South Africa began in 2018 with all relevant stakeholders. The National Planning
Commission initiated a comprehensive Social Partner Dialogue where dialogues
were held across the country included sectors and organisations. Followed by a
concluding conference held in May 2019.
It is noted that the global economy faces rapid transformation of a low carbon
transition and adaptation to climate change. Businesses urgently need to
understand how the low carbon transition will impact them, and plan in such a
way that minimizes risks and maximizes job opportunities.

ing, and other creative sectors,
who have come together in opposition to the Copyright Amendment Bill
and calling on all affected stakeholders
to continue applying pressure on legislators. The Coalition has been campaigning for
the redrafting of the Copyright Amendment Bill
which required the provisions to be re-evaluated,
reconceptualised and rewritten to improve the protection of authors and publishers in the internet age.
The industry had gone as far as mobilizing the United
States and European Union trade authorities, threatening
repercussions against South Africa.

3. Legislations
3.1 Copyright Amendment Bill

In June 2020, President Cyril Ramaposa returned the Copyright
Amendment Bill and the Performers’ Protection Amendment
Bill back to Parliament for further consideration. The
Bill’s purpose is to bring the legislation into the 21st
century, embrace the 4th Industrial Revolution, and
align our copyright laws with progressive copyright
regimes around the world. The bill was passed
The CCSA believe that this is an opportunity to re-cast and redirect
by the National Assembly in 2019 and sent to
the Bills as they are central to the economic recovery of the cultural
the President to be signed into law, but it
creative sector in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic. The Bills in
generated strong opposition.
their current form are fundamentally flawed, they will need to be turned into
real drivers of growth. The CCSA is of the view that fixing the Bills’ six areas
Printing SA is among the Copyright
of constitutional concern would be one of the cornerstones. Fair use is among
Coalition of South Africa (CCSA)
areas need to be fixed to uplift the South African creative industry and adequately
a group of stakeholders from
address injustices of the past. A minimalist fair use exception that sticks to the US
publishing, music, filmmak11

Sectoral targets

model and introduces balance in the form of hefty statutory
penalties for those who abuse the fair use provisions. View
Coalition position on the Bill and how problematic areas need
to be addressed

The Bill seeks:
•
To ensure equitable representation of suitably qualified
people from designated groups at all occupational
levels in the workforce.

3.2 Protection of Personal Information (POPI Act)
The Protection of Personal Information Act, no 4 of 2013 (or
POPI Act) commenced on 1 July 2020. A grace period of 12
months was given to get organisation to comply by 1 July
2021. POPIA will be regulated by Information Regulator while
within organisation, the Information Officer is the key person
to ensure compliance.
The Act was signed by the President on 19 November 2013,
which promotes the protection of personal information by
public and private bodies. The Act sets some conditions
for responsible parties to lawfully process the personal
information of data subjects. There are eight general
conditions and three extra conditions. The responsible party
is also responsible for a failure by their operators (those who
process for them) to meet the conditions. Non-Compliance
can lead to criminal or civil fines and complaints to the
regulator. Printing SA organised trainings in all Chambers to
assist companies to comply.

•

To introduce section 15A to empower the Minister
to identify national economic sectors and determine
numerical targets for those sectors.

•

When assessing compliance with the EEA, the
Director-General will also consider whether the
employer has complied with the sectoral targets set by
the Minister.

State contracts
The bill proposes a certificate of compliance to a designated
employer in terms of section 53. One of those requirements
is the achievement of the sectoral targets set by the Minister.
Implementation
The Minister appears keen to implement the amendments
as soon as possible given the slow rates of transformation in
many of South Africa’s economic sectors.

3.3 Employment Equity Bill

4. Other Services

The Employment Equity Amendment Bill was published
on 20 July 2020 for comment. The bill was introduced in
Parliament on 28 October 2020, includes amendments to the
Employment Equity Act 55 of 1998 (“the EEA”) which permit
intervention by the Minister and more red tape for employers
hoping to do business with the State.

4.1 PrintSecure
Printing SA has audited nine Printers National for PrintSecure
accreditation. The General /Qualified Security Printers is
offered to any company or business engaging in security
printing of any nature such as, but not limited to transport,
function, theatre, sports or events tickets, diplomas or
certificates, examination papers. Please note this category
does not cover high security documents. For more information
visit www.printingsa.org

Reduced regulatory impact on smaller employers.
The Bill intends to exclude employers who employ fewer than
50 employees, regardless of their annual turnover. Those
employers will not be subject to the affirmative provisions of
the EEA. Voluntary reporting will also be done away with.
A greater flexibility will be introduced into a sector which
government has highlighted as being an important driver of
South Africa’s post-COVID recovery plan.

4.2 Cheque Printers Association (CPA)
Cheque Printers Association Cheque Printing Association
held its year end meeting on 12 November 2020. Members
officially decided to end the Association due to the use of
cheques being discontinued by most banks. Printing SA
is a secretariat to CPA as their members were printing
cheques. All committees belonging to Payment Clearing
House: Participant Groups (PCH PG) under Paper Group
represented by Payment Association of South Africa (PASA)
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will cease to exist at the end of 2020. The association
promised to donate the remaining funds to training for
the previously disadvantaged.
4.3 African Continental Free Trade Area (afCFTA)
The African Continent Free Trade Area agreement was
supposed to come into effect on 1 July 2020 and was delayed
due to Covid-19 pandemic. It is expected to be fully operational
by 2030 where it will be expected to become the world’s biggest
free trade zone.
The Purpose for AfCFTA is:
•

to create a single continent-wide market for goods and services
and to promote the movement of capital and natural persons,
thereby creating a sound global economic impact.

•

to accelerate Intra-African trade by removing the trade barriers that
have caused the fragmentation of African economies.

•

to encourage industrialisation, and multinationals seeking growth
markets may find opportunities to establish or increase their African
footprint.

•

covers both goods and services and provides a platform for individual
countries or regional economic communities to engage in intra-African trade.

Printing SA was invited to attend the Trade in Service Signalling Conference that
was held in Cape Town on 2 and 3 September 2019 whose main objective
was to enable Chief Negotiators and Private Sector representatives from
African Union Member (AU) States to exchange views and perspectives
on opportunities and challenges in respect of trade in services sectors.
The Department of Trade and Industry had advised that they
submitted in February 2020 an initial offer in 3 sectors which
excluded business services/ printing and packaging as
they were still consulting in other categories of business
services. They will inform the Sector if they receive
initial offers from other African countries willing to
trade with our Sector.

Below issues were raised as top
priority issues to be resolved:
•

Movement of natural persons
(mode 4) – It was highlighted as the
main issue that should be given a priority.
There is no trust between member states.

•

The cost of moving goods between member
states is costly. Logistics and infrastructure a
concern.

•

The payment clearing system was reported a nightmare.
Businesses trusted international clearing system than local
system.

•

Lack of Private sector engagement. It was noted that private
sector should be engaged and be part of the process as they are
the ones driving the businesses.

•

Lack of information and knowledge to make sound decisions.
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NATIONAL TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT
Ken Leid

The FP&M SETA kindly agreed that Printing SA could make use of
their discretionary grant allocation to purchase tablets and mobile
data to enable our FLP Learners access the Printing SA’s new
G-Suite environment and to attend most of the FLP component
courses via Google Classrooms from the safety of their homes.
Foundational Learning Programme
(Google Classrooms) 2020
Component Course

1. FOUNDATIONAL LEARNING
PROGRAMME (FLP)

FLC English Communications

The FLP programme commenced in March 2020 with 80 FP&M
SETA Funded Learners. Soon after the start of our Foundational
Learning Competence courses we were forced to suspend
classes due to the COVID-19 lockdown regulations. Printing SA
were, however, successful in their application for free access to
Googles G-Suite for Education which enabled us to relaunch the
FLP programme in August 2020 via Google Classrooms.
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Learners

Percentage Pass

76

99%

FLC Mathematical Literacy

76

64%

Personal Hygiene

76

100%

Personal Finance

76

100%

Basic Labour Legislation

76

95%

Workplace Etiquette

76

100%

Introduction to the Printing and
Packaging Industry

76

75%

Learners

Percentage Pass

ICDL Digital Citizen Plus

76

99%

Safety Health and Environment
Representative

76

67%

First Aid Level 1

76

82%

Fire Awareness

76

88%

Component Course

Workplace Experience Internship
The last phase of the FLP consists of a 3-month internship during which
time the Learners gain valuable workplace experience and exposure to the
following areas:
•

Raw material stores.

•

Material handing & material handling equipment.

•

Printing or Packaging processes.

•

Printing or Packaging material surface requirements.

•

Post printing or packaging finishing processes.

•

Despatch.

•

Sales, estimating & production planning.

Graduate FLP Learners are made available to Printing SA Member Companies to
serve their internships.
•

Learners are registered as Interns with the FP&M SETA.

•

Member Companies are provided Learner/Intern logbooks to
record the workplace experience and exposure that they
receive.

•

Logbooks need to be duly completed and endorsed
by the Learner and the Company Employee(s)
appointed to oversee the Learner/Intern while
gaining the experience and exposure specified
in the logbook.

Placement

At the time of writing this annual report,
over 50% of the Graduate Learners had
already taken up employment opportunities
in the industry.

2. COLOUR MANAGEMENT
ELEARNING

Printing SA, thanks to the funding received from FESPA,
developed and piloted the Colour Management eLearning
course in June 2020. Although the pilot was run during difficult
circumstances with the COVID- 19 pandemic radically impacting
businesses around the world, the pilot was an overwhelming success.

The pilot programme consisted of 95 learners who were enrolled on the
The FLP Graduate Learners are then made
course,
of which 68 learners successfully completed the course and provided
available to Member Companies, via
invaluable
qualitative feedback.
Printing SA’s Regional Chambers, for
placement in Pre-Press, Printing, Print
A big thank you must also go to Carol Swift of FESPA UK, who joined the pilot with 24
Finishing or Packaging occupations
learners
from different member companies in the UK.
and trades.
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The 95 Learners, including 11 paying Learners, enrolled on the
course were divided into the following Teams:
Learners
enrolled

Learners
successfully
completed

FESPA UK

24

15

Cape Chamber

12

7

Central Chamber

10

7

KZN Chamber

17

14

Northern Chamber

16

12

Shared Services

16

13

95

68

Team

Percentage completion rate

72%

According to Harvard research, the average completion rate for
such eLearning course ranges from 5 to 15%, so our 72% is
clearly another cause for celebration.
The course will be run internationally in February and June 2021.
FESPA will be marketing the course to their 37 Associations
world-wide and have agreed to host midway webinars to provide
learners an opportunity to pose questions to a panel of Colour
Management experts.
We believe that the continued success of this course will bode well
for our application for further development funding from FESPA to
convert the balance of the Commercial Digital Printer knowledge
modules into media rich interactive eLearning courses.

3. COMMERCIAL DIGITAL PRINTER
Thanks to the discretionary grant funding received from the FP&M
SETA, Printing SA was able to afford bursaries to employees of
Printing SA Member Companies to attend the seven knowledge
modules that make up the Commercial Digital Printer programme.
The said knowledge modules were redesigned and developed
thanks to funding received from FESPA.

Percentage
Pass

Module

Dates

Learners

1. Introduction to
Digital Printing

12 and 13
October

12

2. Digital PrePress

14 and 15
October

12

Module 1
Examination

16 October

12

83%

Module 2
Examination

16 October

12

92%

3. Colour
Management

19 and 20
October

12

4. Digital Printing
Inks

21 and 22
October

12

Module 3
Examination

23 October

12

92%

Module 4
Examination

23 October

12

83%

5. Digital Printing
Substrates

26 and 27
October

12

6. Digital Printing
Finishing

28 and 29
October

12

Module 5
Examination

30 October

12

75%

Module 6
Examination

30 October

12

92%

7. Digital Printing
Presses

2 and 3
November

12

Module 7
Examination

4 November

12

100%

4. NEW QUALIFICATION DEVELOPMENT
SCOPING
Printing SA, in partnership with the FP&M SETA and the Quality
Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO), hosted a free
Qualification Scoping webinar on 14 October attended by 74
delegates.

Thanks to our Central Chamber Lecturer, Paul Haglich, Printing SA
was able to run these knowledge modules via Google Classrooms
for the first time with 5 Learners from the Central Chamber, 6
Learners from the KZN Chamber and 1 Learner from the Northern
Chamber.

The following occupations and trades were identified by the
stakeholders present as the top five priority qualifications needed
to be developed during 2021.
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1.

Commercial Digital Printer

2.

Sales Representative (Printing and Packaging)

3.

Print Cost Estimator

4.

Laminating (Flexible Packaging)

5.

Roll Label Machine Technician

5. REGIONAL CHAMBER INDUSTRY
TRAINING
While most of our Regional Chambers were forced to suspend their planned
face-to-face training during 2020, the following training was still offered:
Course

Learners

Percentage
Pass

Estimating for Printers

5

100%

Guillotine Operator
Knowledge Module

2

100%

Guillotine Operator Final
Competency Assessment

3

100%

Introduction to Printing (ID2)

18

72%

Technical Theoretical
Module 1 (TT1)

12

100%

Technical Theoretical
Module 2 (TT2)

13

100%

Technical Theoretical
Module 3 (TT3)

30

100%

WITS Business
Management Programme
(BMP)

79

94%
(2019/2020)

WITS Management
Development Programme
(MDP)

25

96%
(2019/2020)

Psychometric Testing
-

117
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6. QUALIFICATION DEVELOPMENT

7. TT LEARNING MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

While Printing SA, in partnership with the FP&M SETA, continues
to engage with the QCTO regarding the slow progress that SAQA
is making with the registration of the 12 Trade Qualifications
(incorporating a further 26 Occupational Part Qualifications)
that have been developed and approved by the QCTO, we have
continued with the development of the following Industry Identified
short learning programmes that will be piloted during 2021:

The following report reflects the status of the redesign,
development and continuous improvement of our Technical
Theoretical Module Learning Material, master question banks and
modular assessments:

Short Learning Programme

QCTO Qualification
Alignment

Team Leader Programme

All trade qualifications

Advanced Creative Suite
Blended eLearning

Electronic Pre-Press
Technician

Digital Cutting and Creasing
Machine Operator

Carton Maker

Die Cutting and Creasing
Machine Minding

Carton Maker

Folding and Gluing Machine
Operator

Carton Maker

Sheetfed Lithographers
Assistant

Sheetfed Lithographic
Machine Technician

Litho Platemaker
Flexo Platemaker

Technical Theory Module

Redesign and
Development Status

Origination
Origination Trade Theory TT1

Completed

Typography TT1

Completed

Origination Trade Theory TT2

Completed

Origination Trade Theory TT3

Completed

Design and Layout TT2

Completed

Colour Management TT3

Completed
Printing

Flexo Theory TT1

Completed

Gravure Theory TT1

Completed

Rotary Offset Theory TT1

Completed

Litho Theory TT1

Completed

Sheetfed Lithographic
Machine Technician

Flexo Theory TT2

Completed

Gravure Theory TT2

Completed

Rotary Printing and Rereeling Flexographic Machine
Technician

Rotary Offset Theory TT2

Completed

Litho Theory TT2

Completed

Flexo Theory TT3

Completed

Gravure Theory TT3

Completed

Rotary Offset Theory TT3

Completed
Completed

Flexo Plate Mounter

Rotary Printing and Rereeling Flexographic Machine
Technician

Saddle Stitching Machine
Operator

Mechanised Soft-Cover
Bookbinding Technician

Litho Theory TT3

Adhesive Binding Machine
Operator

Mechanised Soft-Cover
Bookbinding Technician

Screen Printing TT2

Reelstand Operator

Heatset and Coldset Offset
Lithographic Machine
Technician

Screen Printing TT1
Screen Printing TT3
Packaging
Packaging Theory TT1

Completed

Packaging Theory TT2

Completed

Packaging Theory TT3

Completed

Laminating Theory TT1
Laminating Theory TT2
Laminating Theory TT3
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Technical Theory Module

Redesign and
Development Status

Finishing
Bindery Theory TT1

Completed

Bindery Theory TT2

Completed

Bindery Theory TT3

Completed
Generic Subjects

Business Studies TT1

Completed

Printers Machinery TT1

Completed

Communications TT2

Completed

Printers Administration TT3

Completed

Printers Material Technology
TT2

Completed

Printers Material Technology
TT3

Completed

Mechanican
Envelope Machine Adjuster
Theory TT1

Completed

Envelope Machine Adjuster
Theory TT2

Completed

Envelope Machine Adjuster
Theory TT3

Completed

It should be noted that the existing learning material for the trades
of Laminating and Screen Printing will only be redesigned and
developed based on Industry demand.
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MEMBER DEVELOPMENT
AND OPERATIONS
Zayed Bagus

Operations

For the period
January 2020 to December 2020
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•

To enhance benefits to members, a thorough review of the
member value proposition was undertaken with realignment
of the subscription model. Various models were researched
as well as a survey undertaken with members to understand
member requirements in the current 4IR environment. The
new value proposition and subscription model will be rolled
out in phases so as not to affect members negatively from a
membership subscription position.

•

A bad debt recovery project was implemented which focussed
on the recovery of long outstanding debt. This project has not
yet concluded.

•

The Cape Chamber Regional Office both owned and rented
buildings at N1 City Mews. Because the rental agreement
for the training facility came to end, new premises for
the Chamber was selected at Fairway Square. Both the
Administration section and training facilities of the Chamber
have moved, and the Board has approved that the property
owned at N1 City Mews be sold.

•

The Shared Services Fee model and Training Income
was analysed with the following recommendations to
improve income and sustainability:
•

Drive debtors down to 30 days and maintain at that
level. This will address levies income.

•

Revisit the selling prices of all training courses to
include all cost components.

•

Develop a fixed training calendar and revisit the entire
training registration process. Ensure the training calendar is
in line with industry demand.

•

Increase grant funding to cover a wider spectrum of the training
prospectus. Currently only 4 DGs for 2021.

•

Aggressively market the training calendar.

•

Adopt the sponsorship model as developed by Abisha to recover
marketing expenses.

•

Revisit all budgets to reduce expenses and instil a Lean operational
culture within the organisation.

•

In respect of training income, a cost analysis per course was undertaken which
culminated in more accurate accounting of the costs associated with training and
informing of training selling prices. The proposed pricelist model considers all cost
variables and provides profit transparency and comfort, through informing Chamber
Managers in advance on the minimum number of learners required per course to
COVID-19
make it viable, how much profit will be made, what the SS Fee is and what the
Printing SA staff started working from
value of each expense item is. This provides for better planning and longer
home from the date of Level 5 lock-down (26
lead times for marketing and registration.
March 2020). Weekly staff meetings were held
to understand each staff members output and
With a fixed training calendar and prospectus that is in line with industry
productivity as well as to create an environment of
demand, such as what is found at many FET or TVET colleges, not
support for all staff.
only can Chambers plan better to make optimal use of training and
space, but so can member and prospective learners in terms of
Staff displayed exceptional positive camaraderie and
their own Workplace Skills plans and budgets. Developing of
stepped up our game in providing advice and support to
a fixed calendar and prospectus that is in line with industry
members. Bi-weekly personal communiqués were sent to
demand, a revised application and registration model and a
members, with weekly comms via online platforms to the public,
marketing plan for training, are critical success factors for
sharing pertinent information and sources related to financial
making the proposed training model work.
assistance, business and employee relief.
•
Membership has increased by 4% from 469
In addition, an easy step-by-step guide has been developed for TERS
in January 2020 to 490 in January 2021.
applications as well as a Risk Assessment guide to assist members in
ensuring regulatory compliance prior to opening their businesses under Level
4 restrictions.
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MARKETING
REPORT

Governance
The organisation achieved an average of 70% of its 2019
Operational Plan. With the changing landscape within which the
organisation and its members operate, a 3-year Strategic Plan was
developed and approved by the Board. This plan has been further
broken down into annual Operational Plans for 2020 to 2022.

Abisha Katerere

As part of the Financial system (Forward ERP) and the development
of a new website and CRM system, it was necessary to revisit the
database and ensure accuracy. A 97% accuracy was achieved
which will continue into 2021. All staff received training on Forward
ERP and the CRM system.

Head: Marketing &
B-BBEE Specialist

To improve on governance:
•
a total of 22 policies were developed and approved by the
Board
•

All job descriptions were reviewed to reflect current operations

•

The Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI) and Constitution
were revised for the Printing Industries Federation of South
Africa were both adopted at a Special General Meeting of
members on 16 February 2021. Both governing documents
have been amended from their previous versions to reflect
the organisations vision and mission as well as to be in line
with the Companies Act 71 of 2008

The marketing department entered the
New Year optimistic about what lay ahead
given that the Global Covid 19 pandemic
had recently hit South African shores and
uncertainty was rife. As early as a week
before the announcement of the level
5 restrictions in 2020, Printing SA was
forced into an early lockdown as some of
the staff had been exposed to person/s
that had contracted the virus, this lead to
Printing SA being in isolation before the
country was officially placed into total
lockdown on the 26th March 2020.

Human Resources
The Operations portfolio experienced a significant change in terms
of staff retirements, resignations, and appointments.
•

Ms Terisha Veeran was appointed in the KZN Chamber as
Member Services Consultant

•

Ms Asisipho Fezeka Diya was appointed as Accountant.

•

Ms Susan Petersen resigned as the Cape Chamber
Regional Manager.

•

Ms Danielle Arendorf was appointed as the Cape Chamber
Regional Manager.

•

Ms Tamryn Hawkins resigned as the Cape Chamber
Training Coordinator.

•

Ms Sulindy Janklaas was appointed as the Cape Chamber
Training Coordinator.

•

Mr Gerwin Africa was appointed as the Cape Chamber
Legal Consultant

Due to the change in operations Printing SA re-evaluated their
plans for 2020 as priorities shifted and made it their focus
to ensure that all members were timeously and consistently
informed of the directives and regulations that were being
released on almost a weekly basis. The team rallied to decipher
these pieces of legislation to ensure that members were kept
abreast of latest developments as well as were guided by
the templates and webinar sessions that were offerd for the
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remainder of the year. ‘Webinar’ was undoubtedly the
most used term during 2020 amongst phrases like ‘your
on mute,’ which all people gradually became accustomed
to with virtual meetings and online events for the remainder
of the year.
Printing SA instituted a moratorium on face-to-face events and
relied on the occasional member visits conducted by chamber
managers as well as online platforms to continue communicating
with their members and stakeholders. The Printing SA Marketing
Committee was unable to meet during the year as most of the committee
members were inundated with trying to assist their companies to navigate
their way through the pandemic and is grateful as the same committee
members once again put their hands up to serve on the committee in again
in 2021.
The elected Marketing Committee for 2020/21:
1.

Abisha Katerere			

Printing SA *Chairman (second term)

2.

Dr Abdool Majid Mahomed		

Printing SA *Vice Chairman

3.

Zayed Bagus			

Printing SA

4.

Khanyi Ntanzi			

Printing SA

5.

Carrie Nixon			

Novus Print

6.

Aziz Gool 				

Print on Demand

7.

Chris Mitchell			

Elibee International

8.

Erika Hearnshaw			

Renform (resigned)

9.

Heath Menzies			

Menzies Media

10. Heilet Grobler			

UVO Communications

Printing SA wishes to thank all of the Committee members
that served on the committee for their invaluable time and
contributions made to guide the Federation.

Webinars
Printing SA had to adapt to the changing landscape
as hosting events in persons were no longer
possible. Some of these events are detailed
below and reached a combined total of 2800
registrants with over 480 attendees.
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WEBINARS
DATE

TOPIC

30 May
2020

WEBINAR – What Is Possible
For Print And Packaging
Companies During COVID-19?

Africa Print & Deon Joubert (Merpak), Tommy Du Sart (Renform), Jerome
Sign Africa Morkel (Tandym Print), Dr AM Mahomed (Printing SA)

Unpacking Printing SA
Benefits and & Services

Africa Print & Abisha Katerere (PSA), Ken Leid (PSA), Jermaine Naicker
Sign Africa (PSA), Elri Van Zyl (PSA), Danielle Arendorf (PSA)

27 August
2020

How the Air Quality Control
17 September
Act Impact the Printing
2020
Industry

Moderator

PANELLISTS

Dr Ian James, (Director at WKC Group), Olebogeng Sydney
Africa Print & Matshediso (Control Environmental Officer at the Department
Sign Africa of Environmental Affairs), Tina Costas (Director of Norton
Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc)

14 October
2020

Qualification Scoping with
QCTO & Fp&m Seta on
Industry Training Needs And
Occupational Qualifications

Johnny Modiba (Quality Assurance: General Manager,
Fibre Processing and Manufacturing Sector Education and
Africa Print & Training Authority (FP&M SETA), Mothusiotsile Segosapelo
Sign Africa (Deputy Director: Occupational Qualification Design, Quality
Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO) Ken Leid
(Director: National Training and Development, Printing SA)

12 November
2020

Dealing with Mental Health
& Wellness, HR issues in the
Workplace during COVID-19

Bianca Viljoen (Spokesperson for Health Squared Medical
Scheme), Marcia Le Roux (Head Sales Executive at Agility
Africa Print &
Channel), Steve Thobela (Executive Director, Novus Print
Sign Africa
South), Elri Van Zyl (Regional Central Chamber Manager
Printing SA)

26 November
2020

How to make your Digital Print
Business a Success

Printing SA

Jean Lloyd (Owner, Jean Lloyd Consulting), Tertius van
Heerden (Managing Director of Print On Demand), Kylie
Lloyd Cross Media Marketing & Web2Print Business
Development Manager at Remata Print & Communication,
Vanessa Wilson Owner and Publishing Director of Quickfox
Publishing & Owner of Publisher.co.za, an independent
online bookstore
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BMi Research
The second phase of the fieldwork for the customer centric
research that targeted buyers of print in the following sectors;
FMCG, Media, Real Estate and Education was concluded. 400
completed responses were achieved. The fieldwork consisted
of telephonic interviews as well as online questionnaires. These
reports are available to members via the member’s portal on the
Printing SA website.
The research addressed 2 aspects as detailed below:

1. Research Objectives Module 2
The key objective was to understand past, present and future changes
in printing requirements from the customer’s perspective. Further
objectives included:
•

Understanding the budget for printing

•

Customers’ prioritisation of print versus online

•

Reasons for selection of a print provider

•

Products customers choose to print

•

Identifying a printing supplier

•

In-house vs outsourced printing patterns

•

Preference between one and multiple providers

•

Awareness and effect of industry accreditation

Respondents were predominantly
employees or in management positions
and were well equipped to offer printing
insights. A spread of respondents was
obtained across the duration in employment in
their current position, with FMCG respondents in
the role for less longer than the average. Most of the
respondents were employed full time. Interview quotas
were placed on regions representative of Printing SA’s
focus

Surveys were spread across 5 industries, namely:
•
FMCG,
•

Education,

•

Media,

•

Real Estate and Retail.

The study was skewed to FMCG producers, given
2.
Research Methodology – Module 2
the relative weight of this sector to the printing
industry. A minimum quota of 50 respondents
Rationale
was placed on each category of company
size, to ensure large enough analysis
a)
Quantitative research seeks to quantify or measure opinions and
bases for each. A spread was obtained
perceptions
with a sample of respondents that are statistically representative
across 3 business sizes, namely 1-50
of
a
larger
universe
allowing conclusions and recommendations to be made
employees, 51-100 employees,
with
confidence.
This
is
critical when strategic decisions need to be made.
and 101 or more employees.
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Telephonic interviews are suitable for conducting
business to business interviews using structured
questionnaires, as is anticipated for this particular
study. Telephonic interviews offer relatively high
response rates and enable the fieldwork team to reach
a large sample across a wider geographical area whilst
containing costs.

b)

that all issues of importance were included and thoroughly
explored. Interviews were conducted from a centralised call
centre, allowing supervisors to monitor the quality of the
telephonic interviews. The questionnaire was approximately
15 to 20 minutes in duration with a maximum of 5 open ended
questions which were administered in English only.
Interview Base

Proposed Approach

The final sample composition was designed in order to ensure
that the sample was representative of the target audience as
per Option 2 which was selected for this phase.

The telephonic interviews were administered as Computer
Assisted Telephone Interviews (CATI). BMi designed a
questionnaire in consultation with Printing SA to ensure
Variable

Proposed split (%)

Option 1

Option 2

Total

100%

n=250

n=400

Gauteng

60%

150

240

Wetern Cape

20%

50

80

KwaZulu Natal /Eastern Cape

20%

50

80

Retail

15%

38

60

FMCG

40%

98

160

Media

15%

38

60

Education

15%

38

60

Real Estate

15%

38

60

Sample
Region

Sectors

CRM and Website Development

•

CRM system and Website development phase 1 is completed with
both platforms active as of the 14th May 2020.

Ability to send bulk SMS messages to specific/select/all
members linked to data service provider.

•

Lead Management through Lead CRM module

•

Monitor social media conversations that have to do with
printing SA through integration into a 3rd party app such as
Hootsuite, Social Listen, Sprout etc

Core CRM functions include:
•

Create, Update, Manage and Store information on members.

•

An integration layer between the CRM and Forward ERP
such that data can be synchronised / updated bi directionally.

•

Triggered emails to be sent through campaigns setup by
Printing SA

•

Send bulk personalised email messages to specific/select/
all members. Emails to be personalised and accuracy will
be based on all member data being up to date and correct.
Tracking to be in place to monitor who is and is not opening
emails

•

Database updates done in real-time when a new member is
added.

•

Members Portal
Members portal is now up and running and we are currently
running campaigns to notify members of the resource and to login
and create/update their credentials. The portal includes features
such as:

Automate email confirmations and reminders for payments
and events which will be tied into a cloud based data
integration layer that will be created to synchronise with
Forward ERP.
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•

Members-only access to job listings

•

Member Forums where topical subjects are addressed
e.g. Cyber Security/Lean Manufacturing/ Technical/HR

•

Access to Industry research and development data/
FESPA surveys/specialist articles and FAQ’s

•

Regular news updates

•

Discounted access to International Trade Fairs/exhibitions

•

Webinar Recaps

Digital Analytics (Website and Social Media)
Objectives
•

To provide Digital representation on Social Media Platforms in order
to enhance the printing, packaging, signage and visual communications
industry’s interest.

•

Increase Brand Awareness / To be top of mind choice for members / nonmembers to join the Printing SA network.

•

Increase lead generation for Printing SA’s members

•

To receive more interaction on Social Media Platforms.

•

To educate followers of any information misheard / to re-educate followers on how
the industry works / operates.

•

Increase the number of interns that get placed within the printing industry.

•

To make sure consumer engagement is high online.

There have been a tremendous increase in engagement across all media
platforms from the website to Facebook, LinkedIN and Instagram. The
reach and following has increased from 2019 is testament to the
improved content new look and enhanced user experience on
these platforms.
Printing SA’s marketing and approach to its members have
shifted, due to the change in customer’s behaviour and
needs. The competitive nature of the industry made
clear no member is owned but need to receive value
added services. Printing SA is continually looking
for ways that allow their members to benefit and
grow. History continues to move faster than
ever, and moments will continue to change
faster than ever. The more moments
change, the more the fundamentals of
how you market to your members
become of utmost importance.
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CENTRAL CHAMBER
Elri van Zyl

Technology also changed from digital and now inkjet. Further to
this the printing industry has overcome 2 world wars, the great
depression, political transition in South Africa from a union to a
republic and again from apartheid to democracy in 1994. The
printing industry is further older than any air force in the world
or any political party in SA. The above speaks to the adaptability
and resilience of businesses in the Printing industry. Once again,
the industry is challenged by external factors and will triumphantly
overcome these as well.

Regional Chamber
Manager: Gauteng, Free
State & Northern Cape

The dedicated central chamber team has assisted members with
various queries regarding TERS applications, advice and easy
guides to submit TERS applications. An Industry risk assessment
policy and Covid-19 OHS regulations in the workplace were
developed and offered to assist members. In addition to this were
members assisted with temporary layoff, short-time and section
189 negotiations.

2020 can be described as a turbulent
year filled with uncertainty for many of
the members. The printing industry has
overcome many challenges through the
years, of which technological changes from
letterpress to litho to litho-photo, at which
stage artisans had to be retrained to avoid
losing their jobs.

As a chamber in Printing SA, with strong labour consulting
knowledge, they operated in a uncharted territory without any
precedent and sometimes definitive legislation. A new way of
working was adopted where consultations with unions, members
and employees were successfully executed via virtual platforms.
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Printing SA has started offering on-line training on
various platforms and have a very enthusiastic group of
FLP learners that can be placed for internships at member
companies early in 2021. With the threat of Covid-19 and face
to face training printing SA is looking forward to training more
students on-line in the future.
A special thank you was given to all members for their continued
support in 2020. The dedication and commitment of REC committee
members were noted and thanked for.

Structure
Andrew Read (Chairperson)

Bidvest Paperplus corporate services

Teresa Adinolfi (Treasurer)

Redfern Longrun Labels

Charmaine Phutheho		

Merpak Envelopes

Mike Bath			

Marshall hinds

Erika Hearnshaw		

Renform

Marc Casais			

Multiprint Litho

Neil de Greef			

Screenline

Ari Mandelberg			

Belsize Printing

Johnathan Rose		

Novus Print

Andrew Tinker			Boksburg Printers
Gene Deerans			

Guillemot Business Forms
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CAPE CHAMBER
Danielle Arendorf

While at the same time demanding targets were set for employees,
the pathway of innovative technologies played a vital role in
helping Printing SA aligning them with their mission; To confer,
consult campaign and train for the well-being of our vast industry.
As the global health emergency became clear, Printing SA acted
quickly to help protect the industry from the spread of COVID-19.
Across the organization staff assisted the members to implement
all the appropriate health, hygiene and distancing measures to
keep the industry safe and well, while maintaining the security and
integrity of their operations to ensure unimpeded economic activity
for their supply chain and flow of essential services products to
various customers. As a result the chamber provided extensive
support to its members throughout the various lockdown levels,
ensuring that everyone was able to focus on their health and
safety and also that of their families.

Regional Chamber Manager:
Western Cape & P.E.

2020 was an extraordinary challenging year
in not only the Printing Industry but over all
industries across the globe. Nonetheless,
Printing SA demonstrated its resilience
and agility in protecting the industry, its
employees and communities as a whole by
sustaining operations and progressing major
capital products.

While recognizing the vital role that the chamber has as an
organization, they engaged with their members as well as
government agencies to make sure that they could continue to
provide and extend a wide range of services during the pandemic
and into the vital economic recovery phase.
Despite the unprecedented time faced in 2020, there are still so
many successes which remained to be celebrated. As Chamber
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they still pride themselves in the fact that they could and
are still serving their members with value adding products,
training and services.

Regional Executive Committee
A special word of thanks were given to those who have served
on the REC during the 2020 period. The hard work and dedication
displayed during this year has not gone unnoticed and REC members
were applaud for the work done and guidance which was afforded to
the Cape Chamber. Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic all
meetings were held using electronic platforms.
The elected regional executive committee for the Cape chamber for 2021
is as follows:
• Lucas McDowall
Trident Press 		
*Chairman
• Nigel Schuller
Shumani RSA		
*Vice Chairman
• Wayne Julies 		
CTP Printers Cape Town
• Deon Rice 		
Lithotech Cape
• Ganesan Sam
Rotunda
• Boaz Boltman
Novus Print
• Ayesha Jassiem
Trident Press (non-voting)
A warm welcome was extended to those elected on the REC during 2020, their contributions
and guidance are most welcome.

Cape Chamber Events

Sulindy Janklaas who joined as the
Training Co-Ordinator in September 2020
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the Cape chamber could not host any face to
had spent more than 15 years in the training
face events, however Printing SA jointly hosted events via online platforms
and development industry. Her expertise
such as webinars which were well attended and definitely a success.
as Training Administrator, Instructor, Skills
Development Facilitator, Assessor and Moderator,
Staff changes and new appointments
all focusing on skills development has secured her
this
important position. She has worked closely with
During 2020 the Cape Chamber had 2 resignations, being the
W&RSETA,
TETA and MerSETA, and has developed
Training Co-Ordinator Tamryn Hawkins (March 2020) as well
a
strong
understanding
of how grants are applied for and
as Susan Petersen (July 2020) who served as the Cape
executed
as
projects;
especially
for occupationally directed
Regional Manager. A word of thanks was given for their
education.
service during their tenure and good wishes for their
future endeavors.

New staff compliments, being the following:
Desdemona Arendorf who joined the team
during August 2020 as Office Administrator.
Her experience which stretches over
more than a decade in the Office
Administration environment is of
most value to the chamber.

Gerwin Africa joined the team in October 2020, as a Labour Consultant.
Gerwin spent more than 6 years in HR where his dedication and
service to clients enabled him to build prosperous working relationships
with all stakeholder. Gerwin holds a National Diploma in Human Resources
Management, a bachelor’s degree in Human Resource Development, and is
currently completing his bachelor’s degree in Human Resource Management as
well! He is also a registered member of the South African Board of People Practices.
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NORTHERN CHAMBER
Lana Human

Once again the printing Industry has shown it’s resilience by
applying strict measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19
not only to customers but also to it’s employees, using the
governments relief measures to support the trade to the best
interest of all employees, and providing information to the majority
of South Africans. The industry has shown true excellence through
out this very difficult time by adapting to meet the new way of
doing business and what is considered as normal.

Regional Chamber
Manager: Northern Province

From the Chamber Manager’s desk
‘I would like to extend a special word of thank you to all the
committee members who previously served on the REC for their
valuable time and contributions they made in guiding the chamber.”
The chamber also extends a warm welcome to the 2020/21 elected
REC members and wishes them well in their roles of Regional
Executive Committee members for the next year.”

As a chamber of Printing SA, the Northern
Chamber is striving to continuously support,
motivate and offer training and guidelines
to it’s members during this difficult time we
are experiencing. Covid-19 effected the
country severely, on a business, personal
and financial levels. This had a huge impact
on the Printing Industry at large.

Chamber Structure
The elected Regional Executive Committee of the Northern
Chamber for 2020/21:
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•

Monya Burger (Lowveld Media) Chairperson

•

Sharron Penny, (SA Reserve Bank); Vice-Chairperson

•

Gerhard Snyman (Minuteman Press Hatfield),

•

Brenda Pretorius (Northern Media Group),

•

Mario Snyman (BSB Printers)

•

Thomas Khumalo (GPW)

•

Johan Swanepoel (Business Print)

•

Heilet Grobler (UVO Communication)

•

Gary van Dyk (ZeroPlus)

•

Nick Nicholenas (NN Printing)

•

Dries Venter jnr (OH Frewin)

•

Arnold Herman (TUT)

Feedback from member companies
“I would like to express my appreciation for the support and leadership from
Printing SA during lockdown, especially April/May/June 2020 when this totally
unknown pandemic happened and all of us had to make serious decisions regarding
the survival of our businesses. We must thank the staff at Printing SA for dedicated hard
work in a difficult environment to give direction to us members. Also, the professional
handling of retrenchment processes where it unfortunately became necessary for some
members.
Additional to the contribution I already gave, herewith a few lessons we as a printing
business learnt in this ongoing period of lockdowns and Covid-19. This is specific
to Minuteman Press Hatfield and other members probably had very different
experiences.

2. Ongoing good
customer service.

We sometimes see our customers as a
given and think they will be with us forever.
But when they come straight back to you after
an extended period being closed, it is because
they became loyal to your consistent endeavours
to satisfy their printing needs over a long period. It
was most satisfying to see “old friends” again after six
months and just continue with a relationship, but with
renewed appreciation for their support.

1. Having a strong support system..

Minuteman Press Hatfield has been a member of Printing SA
for about 20 years. From time to time you ask yourself if
membership is really worth the monthly expense. Then a
life threatening crisis strikes and suddenly leadership
and support in your industry is of utmost importance
for your survival. Also, being part of an international
printing franchise, a view wider than just South
3. Conservative Financial Management.
Africa was invaluable. In the height of the
lockdown we received daily motivational
When things go well, it is easy to say yes to the business loan offers
communication from our head office
from banks and invest in expensive new equipment and move into
and they developed many Covid-19
smart and bigger premises. It is tempting to rather buy a new SUV than
related marketing campaigns and
to build up a reserve fund for an unforeseen crisis (that Covid-19 is the
promotional material to keep our
ultimate example of). Our reserves, no debt on equipment and owning our
businesses going.
building carried us through the extremely difficult April and May 2020.
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4. Personalised Marketing.

Stringent plans were put into immediate action in my work
environment to keep essential staff members safe (those staff
members who are essential in performing operational duties and
who are required to be physically present at the facility) while they
continued to produce critical and necessary printed matter. Nonessential staff members had to start, and still are, working from
home. Fortunately, with the age of technology, this paradigm shift
was made possible. New challenges had to be overcome, but
work in the pre-press and job flow areas, including the ordering of
stock, carried on regardless.

During lockdown people were flooded with marketing
messages via the internet, websites and social media
resulting in many offers just deleted, before even opened
and read. When entering our customers into our systems it is
tempting to just enter the bare essentials and, to save time,
leave out important information such as business sector and
all contact detail. As certain sectors started returning to work
in the different levels of lockdown, we could develop specific
offerings to them and communicate directly via telephone or
email with the person usually ordering from us.

Sadly, many member companies have suffered more than others.
Those who adapted quickly, using the pandemic to their advantage,
started printing large volumes of COVID-related printed matter
and were able to keep their heads above water.

5. Entrepreneurial Spirit.
Whilst many people losing their jobs or young people with
slim chances to get a job lost all faith, we experienced a
steady flow of new entrepreneurs needing printed material to
market and develop their new businesses. A good sign that
there are many South Africans that decided “I will create my
own future”.

Although economic and financial conditions are expected to remain
volatile for the foreseeable future, my hopes for 2021 are that we
learn from the hardships we faced in 2020 and find ways to be
innovative and determined to rise up, no matter how challenging it
may be. I pray that the new COVID vaccine has an impact on the
health of the world’s population so that we can prosper with new
vigor once again.

6. Back to Basics.
In the lockdown we learnt about Zoom and Teams and it was
widely expected that digital communication will result in a
massive decline in the need for printed material. However,
after lockdown we received many orders for ordinary
NCR books, brochures, flyers, posters, labels and training
manuals. Although digital communication replaced traditional
items like letterheads, for the time being many businesses still
operate in the way they were used to. We should absolutely
plan for a fast changing business environment, but not forget
the basics that pulled us through 2020.”

Please continue to abide by the COVID safety regulations to keep
yourself and those around you healthy and safe.”
Sharron Penny,
SA Reserve Bank – REC -Vice Chairman, Northern Chamber

“Our year started with a reasonable amount
of work overflow from 2019. UVO anticipated
change in the industry due to the effect what
the 4th Industrial Revolution will have on
technology and customer behaviours but
little we knew what was looming upon us.

Thank you - Gerhard Snyman
Minuteman Press Hatfield and REC member

“Reflecting back on 2020, the overshadowing
event was no doubt the devastation caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic throughout the
world, including South Africa.

February 2020 was the normal short month as usual thou we had
a better month than the previous financial year.
When lock down downed we had enough work in progress to
sustain for 60 days which we were very blessed for. In line with
Covid restrictions, UVO closed office doors for most administration

The pandemic forced us to come out of our comfort zones and
change our way of doing work.
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personnel and started working from home, we constantly
communicated with our clients and started using social
media and other electronic communication channels to
keep our presence within the market. Staff supported each
other emotionally to keep on being positive and to withhold the
maximum productivity.
All expenses were reviewed and cut to bare minimum. The costs
we saved in petrol for not visiting clients were channelled into cell
phone calls and other social media budgets to stay in contact with our
clients enquiring about their health and businesses. UVO gained a lot of
close relationships with our clients.
UVO creatively expanded our services to offer fast turnaround in design, print,
promotional e-publications, social media management and communication
strategies. We have noticed a drastic cut in the volumes of printed matters and
experienced a influx of requests for online publications and videos. We noticed
clients shopping around for best prices and are less concerned about quality,
which could become a problem in our industry.
Our year end closed March 2021 and experienced a lessor turnover than the previous
year, but due to reduced expenses we humbly bow our heads in thanksgiving for still
having a profitable year after all. We are mainly trading on a COD basis and keep a strict
hand on the debtors and overheads.
At UVO we experienced a positive increase in communication amongst our printers
and suppliers. We appreciate the words of inspiration from Printing SA and the
assistance given by sending us updates on industry regulations and Covid 19
matters. The newly updated website is working for members and we appreciate
the tender notifications so often sent to us.

“Lockdown was difficult as
many can attest to. However,
on a family front; it was really
positive as we could grow closer
as a family but on a business front,
We thank our suppliers, Printing SA and our customers for their
commitment and support. May GOD be with our Industry and
there were many challenges but we
members.”
are fortunate though, to be working for
Regards - Heilet Grobler
the university as we received full benefits
Director: UVO and Northern Chamber REC member
throughout lockdown.
TUT was in lockdown for about six months before we could resume
normal operations in 2020. We did however, tackle a huge project in
the middle of those six months and were grateful for the contribution that
member companies could provide in successfully completing the project. This
project kept us busy for about three months with only limited staff allowed to be
on the premises. The money generated from said project kept us rolling through
difficult times.
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KwaZulu-Natal
CHAMBER

Once resuming normal operations we experienced a period of
absolute quiet on the business front and now in 2021 are still
experiencing the same. University management still requires
minimum human contact on campuses and there are many staff
members working from home, so at present, we’re working on
a rotational basis in the Printing division as there’s not much to
do anyway. Students just recently finished their 2020 exams and
as our business depends on student numbers, we’re waiting for
the new academic year to proceed before getting busy again or
getting back to normal. Even so, our normal print requests have
been on a steady decline due to online learning so we will need to
plan around this.

Jermaine Naicker
Regional Chamber
Manager: KwaZulu-Natal
& East London

What we would appreciate more from Printing SA:
Better communication – we are inundated with emails and
SMS’s regarding Covid related information from all sectors and me
personally, do not even open most of them (I know…). Personally
again, my preference is for direct voice contact; rather give me
a call and have a chat. I’m not saying ‘do not send emails’, but a
voice call would mean much more to me than the regular Covid
and business related email communication.”

“As we reflect on 2020, it certainly hasn’t
been one that even seasoned forecasting
gurus would have sniffed, but it has
certainly been an interesting period of
play that will be etched in the history
books.”

Safe regards, - Arnold Herman
Printing Services Tshwane University of Technology and
REC member

“ As Zero Plus we were not spared the
harmful effects of lock down and Covid,
changing the arena in which we now have to
adapt to.

REGIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The committee had two members join and four members step
down, with Garth Currie remaining as the Chairperson of the
Committee. Mr Richard Downes of Shave & Gibson, was
voted as Vice Chairperson for the KZN Chamber.

We also had a reduction in staff members and had to cut on
expenses where possible. Less staff and more responsibilities are
the new normal. I am closely involved in the factory and ensure
that minimum waste and quality is up to standard. Zero Plus is
still busy and we are humbled to say that we are blessed with
work still coming in. As a member of Printing SA, I feel that we can
have a close look into what the services are and what we need as
members in the new way of doing business.

The elected Regional Executive Committee of the KZN
Chamber for 2020/21:

I wish all my fellow members the best for this year.”
Regards - Gary Van Dyk
ZeroPlus Printers and REC member
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1.

Garth Currie
(second term)

Triumph Cores *Chairperson

2.

Richard Downes

Shave & Gibson *Vice Chairperson

3.

Kuben Pillay

Nu-print

4.

Mike Parkinson

DBC Packaging

5.

Nirri Govender

Lithotech KZN

6.

Keith Kewley

BK Bookbinders

7.

Chris Mitchell

Elibee International

8.

Grant Hubbard

Hirt and Carter Group

9.

Gerald Chotu

Hirt and Carter Group (non-voting)

The Chamber thanked the Committee members who previously
served on the REC for their invaluable time and contributions made
to guide the Chamber. A warm welcome was given to the newly
2020/21 elected REC members and they were thanked in advance for
their roles and contributions as Regional Executive Committee members
in the next year.

Kzn Events (Additional FTF)
Business Forum
On the 20 February Printing SA, KwaZulu-Natal Chamber hosted their first
business networking event for the year at the Westville Country Club in eThekweni,
before Face to Face events were disrupted by Covid-19.
Mr Gerard Busse, Marketing Manager for Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) South
Africa addressed members during this event. He provided a brief background on FSC,
an overview of the importance of sustainable forestry to the natural, economic and social
environments and its support of the 2030 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
A huge interest was shown in the
Followed by him Mr Wiseman Nyeni, Regional Manager for the Department of
services and training courses offered
Trade Industry (DTI) in KwaZulu-Natal explained the role of the DTI in assisting
by Printing SA, as well as opportunities
established and new businesses in accessing funding. He explained that the
through the federation for growth in their
Black Industrialists Scheme (BIS) is a scheme which is a grant program to
organisations. This was the last in person event
unlock the potential that exists with black industrialists through deliberate,
attended by the Chamber due to the Covid-19
targeted and well defined financial and non-financial interventions.
regulations set out by government.
FESPA Exhibition Durban

New appointments
The Chamber successfully participated in the FESPA Sign Africa
Exhibition held on the 4th and 5th of March 2020 at the Durban
Terisha Veeran joined the team in February 2020.Terisha
ICC. This event was well attended and boasted exhibitors
took up the responsibility as Member Services Consultant,
from various different sub-sectors with in the Printing
responsible for Member Developmental Engagements & Events,
Industry, attracting a wide variety of delegates. The
Human Resources & Labour Consulting and Training & Development
KZN Chamber of Printing SA was represented by
amongst a myriad of other chamber functions. Terisha obtained her
Jermaine Naicker (Regional Manager), Abisha
Honors in Industrial Psychology and worked in the retail industry for the
Katerere (Marketing Manager) and Terisha
greater part of her career, starting off as an Industrial Psychologist intern
Veeran (Member Services Consultant).
and thereafter serving in various human resources roles. Terisha’s core
Keen interests were shown in the Printing,
competencies lie in training & development, employment equity, organizational
Packaging,
Signage
and
Visual
development, selection & recruitment, performance management, labour relations,
Communication Federation of South
policy development and human resources.
Africa by the delegates and general
public.
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Message from KZN Chamber Executives

production. We look forward to 2021 and are optimistic that there
will be an upturn shortly.”
Dr Abdool Majid Mahomed, Chief Executive Office,
Printing SA

“Dear KZN Chamber Members, Colleagues and Friends.

Without quoting all the new “2020 jargon” or
trying to be overly profound, it simply goes
without say that 2020 will certainly not be
forgotten.

“4IR has disrupted our industry, COVID-19
has disrupted our industry, forced us out of
our comfort zones, made us view the world of
work and business through a different lens.
And as with any other significant change,
comes significant innovation, adaptation, and
the agility to answer to our challenges.

That being said, for most of us it is probably the optimism of what
we hope that 2021 will bring that continues to drive us to the end
of this chapter in search of the proverbial light at the end of the
tunnel.
I would like to personally thank Jermaine, Lungie and Terisha for a
job well done in difficult times and our committee members for their
commitment in directing and supporting the KZN Chamber and
its staff through this year. It is this unwavering commitment from
the committee members coupled with Jermaine and his team’s
passion and dedication that ensures our success as a chamber.”
Garth Currie, Chairman, KwaZulu-Natal Chamber

No, these will not be last disruptors to our industry, and yes, we
will overcome. Disruptors will affect each of us differently, where
we experienced some companies closing their doors, others
retrenching staff and others thriving in the face of adversity.
I believe that these disruptors have taught us valuable lessons
and that these lessons will take us into the new year with purpose,
determination, and the will to succeed. Our industry has great
leaders at all levels; leaders who are able to make the difficult
decisions; leaders who have the ability to show respect, empathy
and care to those who follow them; leaders that understand that
it is the people that they lead that ultimately determines success
or failure.

“Whilst business this year has been more
business unusual than business as usual.
We have to reconfigure ourselves for new
ways of operating in 2021, which could be a
rebounding year.”

Allow me to wish all our great leaders, members, their staff and
families, a safe and merry festive season and that 2021 be a year
of abundance, good health, and gratitude.”
Zayed Bagus, Director: Member Development and
Operations, Printing SA

Richard Downes, Vice Chairman, KwaZulu-Natal Chamber

“2020 will go down in history as a paradigm
shifter. Covid-19 has ushered in a new
normal, affecting every facet of our industry
and the livelihoods of many.

“2020 has been bitter-sweet, painful on the
one hand due to the negative impact on
business and peoples livelihoods … but
cathartic on the other as we have all had
to look inwards and reflect on what really
matters and that which truly adds value – be
it monetary or otherwise.

Member companies were affected by rigid lockdowns that disrupted
supply chains, affecting both imports and exports, and contractual
obligations that could not be fulfilled. Some had to downsize, go
on short time arrangements, while others diversified their offering
to stay open and alive.
Now that we in SA are on level 1 as at end November 2020, work
is beginning to flow in again. Outputs are between 60-90% of
capacity generally across our sector, with a few companies in full

Lockdown gave many the time for introspection; to evaluate their
personal and business values and to stack these up against
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opportunities.Apart from the physical ‘lockdown bulge’,
businesses that took the time above should enter 2021
leaner and more agile to take advantage of the opportunities
that will present themselves.”
Grant Hubbard, Hirt and Carter Group, REC Member

“2020 has been a year of firsts once again,
we have and are still suffering from the
looting of the government SOE’s and now
dealing with a worldwide pandemic,which
makes us all fighting to find a new normal.
The attitude changes in staff and customers is something we have never had
to deal with before and is extremely worrying for the future.
2021 is hopefully a bright and positive year as we are getting closer to a Covid
vaccine and knowing that getting through 2020 has made us mentally stronger to
battle forward.”
Keith Kewley, BK Bookbinders, REC Member

“This has been a time in history like no other, never in
human history has our generation faced such a formidable
threat such as this. It is an invisible enemy that threatens
our very existence.

However, during this tumultuous
period, we have seen the true brute and
unravelled grit of our industry rise up and
COVID-19 has taught us to live our life practicing 5 human values Peace, Truth,
refuse
to be defeated by a giant pandemic
Love, Non Violence and Right Conduct, which are inherent in every human
ripping
through
the entire world. Sure it has
being. Remember your life has value so long as you attribute value to the
been
a
bit
of
doom
and
gloom, and sure it has been
life of others. “
the
sad
end
of
an
era
for
some of our members in
Kuben Pillay, Nuprint, REC Member
the industry, but kudo’s to those hard working, creative
minded, innovation hub, “print, design and packaging”
“As we reflect on 2020, it certainly hasn’t
junkies that run against the grain, despise the odds, and
continue to sweat out the hard work to lift this mighty industry
been one that even seasoned forecasting
back up again!

gurus would have sniffed, but it has
certainly been an interesting period
of play that will be etched in the
history books.
To say that the entire economy was left
unnerved and in a wobble, is probably
the understatement of the century
when we consider the devastating
effects of Covid-19.

During the last year, the KwaZulu-Natal Chamber of Printing SA
has seen and experienced its highest membership attrition in years,
and we are extremely dismayed by this, but it has equally enabled a
more aggressive plight in working harder at protecting and preserving the
sustainability of our industry. The KwaZulu-NatalChamber has been hard
at work to canvas strategic partnerships with bodies that are able to assist our
members both financially and through business solutions that will catapult these
businesses into the new era of a new norm; we encourage you to keep in touch with
the Chamber and watch this space in 2021!
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With the ill-famed restrictions imposed by Covid-19, this had a
direct impact on the normal operations of Printing SA, resulting in
the Chamber cancelling all Face to Face events, such as our iconic
Annual Dinner, flagship Golf day and our robust Business Forums
held throughout the year. However, Printing SA was swift to adapt
to the new norm of hosting Webinars, igniting keys discussions
and unpacking various topical issues affecting the industry. The
Chamber also assisted members, throughout and post lockdown,
with various initiatives such as:
1.

CIPC Permits for essential service providers,

2.

TERS applications and advice,

3.

TERS Easy User Guides,

4.

Guidance on Labour best practices,

5.

Industry Risk Assessment Documentation,

6.

Covid-19 Policies and related documentation,

7.

Section 189 and 189A facilitations,

8.

Unpacking of the Directives issued by the DoL, and

9.

Lobbying with various Industry Forums to influence
decisions in favour of the Printing and Packaging
Sector, amidst other assistance.

PRINTING INDUSTRIES FEDERATION OF SOUTH
AFRICA (PIFSA) NPC (REGISTRATION NUMBER
1990/001772/08)

CONSOLIDATED
ANNUAL
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2020

With technology being a key enabler arising out of Covid-19,
Printing SA was also able to introduce its new e-Learning and
online platforms to deliver its industry leading, technical and nontechnical courses, making training possible even with the existing
threat of face to face engagements inflicted by Covid-19. During
this period, various members were afforded bursaries to attend
training programmes through funding secured from the FP&M
SETA; this provided much sought after relief for business to
upskill their employees at no cost, during a period where little to
no income was being generated. Covid-19 has been catastrophic,
but equally opportunistic for Printing SA to reshape and make
significant changes to our core service offerings and member
benefits. We are excited to bring new and exciting developments
to our members in 2021!

kpa Audit GroupInc.
Chartered Accountants (SA) Registered Auditors
Issued 31 March 2021

We wish to express our unreserved gratitude to all of our Loyal,
Supportive and Collaborative members for being part of Printing
SA throughout 2020, and we trust that with your loyalty, support
and collaborations, we will be able to deliver to your expectations
in 2021. “
Jermaine Naicker, Regional Manager: KwaZulu-Natal
Chamber, Printing SA
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The association is engaged in the promotion, advancement,
maintenance, protection and representation of the interests
of all its members and the printing industry with consumers,
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Consolidated Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2020

Committee Members’ Responsibilities and Approval
The committee members are required by the Companies Act 71 of 2008 , to maintain adequate accounting records and are responsible
for the content and integrity of the consolidated annualfinancial statements and related f inancial information included in this report. It is
their responsibility to ensure that the consolidated annual financial statements fairly present the state of affairs of the association as at
the end of the financial year and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period then ended, in conformity with the International
Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities. The external auditors are engaged to express an independent
opinion on the consolidated annual financial statements.
The consolidated annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard for Small
and Medium-sized Entities and are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable and
prudent judgements and estimates.
The committee members acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financialcontrol established by the
associat ion and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the committee members to meet
these responsibilities,the committee members sets standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost
effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework ,effective accounting
procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These controls are monitored throughout the
association and all employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the association’s business is conducted
in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach.The focus of risk management in the association is on identifying,
assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the association. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the
associat ion endeavours to minimise it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure,controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied
and managed within predetermined procedures and constraints.
The committee members are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management,that the system of
internal control provides reasonable assurance that the f inancial records may be relied on for the preparation of the consolidated annual
financial statements. However, any system of internal financial controlcan provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against
material misstatement or loss.
The committee members have reviewed the association’s cash flow forecast for the year to 31 December 2021 and, in the light of this
review and the current financial position, They are satisfied that the association has or has access to adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The externalauditors are responsible for independently auditing and reporting on the association’s consolidated annual
financial statements. The consolidated annual financial statements have been examined by the association’s externalauditors and their
report is presented on page 6.
The consolidated annual financ ial statements set out on pages 8 to 21,which have been prepared on the going concern basis, were
approved by the committee members on 31 March 2021 and were signed on its behalf by:

LRS Wright (President)						Dr AM Mahomed (Chief Executive Officer)
Johannesburg
31 March 2021
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Consolidated Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2020

Committee members’ Report
The committee members have pleasure in submitting their report on the consolidated annual financial statements of Printing Industries
Federation of South Africa (PIFSA) NPC for the year ended 31 December 2020.
1.

Nature of business

Printing Industries Federation of South Africa (PIFSA) NPC was incorporated in South Africa as a non-profit association. It is a
representative of the South African printing and packaging Industry.
There have been no material changes to the nature of the association’s business from the prior year.
2.

Review of financ ial results and activities

The consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standard for
Small and Medium-sized Entities and the requirements of the Companies Act 71 of 2008. The accounting policies have been applied
consistently compared to the prior year.
Full details of the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of the association are set out in these consolidated annual
financial statements.
As the financial statements clearly reflect the state of the Association’s affairs, the committee members have no further comments to
make in this respect. This consolidated set of financials includes the following:
PIFSA Cape Chamber
PIFSA Central Chamber
PIFSA KwaZulu-Natal
Chamber PIFSA National Office
PIFSA Northern Chamber
At the request of the members the inter-chamber transactions have not been eliminated in this consolidation.
3.

Distributions

No distributions were declared or paid during the year.
4.

Committee members

The committee members in office at the date of this report are as follows:
Committee members									Changes
LRS Wright (President)				

Executive

DH Joubert (Past President)				

Non-executive Executive

Dr AM Mahomed (Chief Executive Officer)		

Executive
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MJ Wiese (Cape Town Chairperson)			

Non-executive			

M Burger (Northern Chairperson) 			

Non-executive

Z Bagus (Member Development & Operations)

Executive

KA Leid (National Training & Development)		

Executive

GD Currie (KwaZulu-Natal Chairperson)		

Non-executive

A Read (Central Chairperson) 			

Non-executive

LS Mc Dowall (Cape Town Chairperson)		

Executive			

Resigned 13 October 2020

Appointed 13 October 2020

Property, plant and equipment

There was no change in the nature of the property , plant and equipment of the association or in the policy regarding their use.
At 31 December 2020 the association’s investment in property, plant and equipment amounted to R?,583,251 (2019:R7,633,456), of
which R238,758 (2019: R534,988) was added in the current year through additions.
6.

Events after the reporting period

The committee members are not aware of any material event which occurred after the reporting date and up to the date of this report.
7.

Going concern

The existence of coronavirus (COVID-19) in South Afr ica was confirmed in early March 2020 followed by the president’s announcement
that this is a national disaster ,causing disruptions to businesses and economic activity. The association considers this outbreak to be a
non- adjusting event after the reporting date. As the situation is fluid and rapidly evolving, the association does not consider it practical
to provide a quantitative estimate of the potential impact of this outbreak as at the date when the financial statements were authorized
for issue. The association has updated forecast earnings to take into account the potential impact of COVID-19 for a range of potential
scenarios, including a high stress scenario, and believe that going concern assumption remains appropriate.
8.

Auditors

kpa Audit Group Inc. continued in off ice as auditors for the association for 2020.
9.

Company secretary

The association had no secretary for the year.
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Independent Auditor’s Report
To the committee members of Printing Industries Federation of South Africa (PIFSA) NPC
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated annual financial statements of Printing Industries Federation of South Africa (PIFSA) NPC set out on
pages 8 to 19,which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2020,and the statement of comprehensive income,
statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the consolidated annual financial
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the consolidated annual financial statements present fairly, in all material respects,the financial position of Printing
Industries Federation of South Africa (PIFSA) NPC as at 31 December 2020, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium· sized Entities and the requirements
of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with InternationalStandards on Auditing. Our responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the Auditor ‘s Responsibilities for the Audit of the consolidated annual financial statements section of our report. We are
independent of the company in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors Code of Professional Conduct for
Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence requirements applicable to performing audits of consolidated annual financial
statements in South Africa. We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with
other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the International Ethics
Standards Board for Accountants Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (Parts A and 8). We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Other information
The committee members are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Committee Members’ Report
as required by the Companies Act 71 of 2008, which we obtained prior to the date of this report. Other information does not include the
consolidated annual financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.Our opinion on the consolidated annual financial statements
does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated annual financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in
doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the consolidated annual financial statements or our
knowledge obtained in the audit,or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude
that there is a material misstatement of this other information,we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of the committee members for the Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
The committee members are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated annual financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities and the requirements of the Companies
Act 71 of 2008 , and for such internal control as the committee members determine is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated
annual financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
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In preparing the consolidated annual financial statements,the committee members are responsible for assessing the association’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis
of accounting unless the committee members either intend to liquidate the association or to cease operations, or have no realistic
alternative but to do so.
Auditor ‘s responsibilities for the audit of the Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
Our object ives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated annual financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement ,whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with International Standards on Auditing
will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
these consolidated annual financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing,we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional
scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated annual f inancial statements ,whether due to fraud or error,
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropr iate in the
circumstances,but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the assoc iation’s internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures
made by the committee members.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of the committee members’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on the
audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on
the association’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists,we are required to draw
attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated annualfinancial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate ,to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report.
However, future events or conditions may cause the association to cease to continue as a going concern.
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated annual financial statements, including the disclosures,and
whether the consolidated annual financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves
fair presentation.
We communicate with the committee members regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant
audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

kpa Audit Group Inc. 							
Chartered Accountants (SA) 						
Registered Auditors
Per:Peter Boutselis CA (SA)
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Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2019
Figures in Rand

2020

2019

2
3
4

7,583,251
4,521
70,131,543
77,719,315

7,633,456
22,183
69,734,677
77,390,316

6
7

2,946,984
4,801,636
7,748,620
85,467,935

7,136,746
4,786,044
11,922,790
89,313,106

1,079,514
75,891,267
76,970,781

96,752
74,924,203
75,020,955

7,426,000
7,426,000

84,129
7,653,000
7,737,129

1,071,154
8,497,154
85,467,935

6,555,022
14,292,151
89,313,106

Note(s)

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Loans to related parties
Financial assets

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Reserves
Accumulated surplus

Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Loans from related parties
Retirement benefit obligation

3
5

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

9
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

Revenue
Other income
Operating expenses
Operating deficit
Investment revenue
Fair value adjustments
Finance costs
Surplus for the year

10

11
12
13
14

2020

2019

18,260,946
2,098,635
(23,544,654)
(3,185,073)
3,399,358
753,615
(836)
967,064

26,023,046
1,879,513
(31,400 ,766)
(3,498,207)
5,120,623
1,556,452
(1,680)
3,177,188

Accumulated
surplus(deficit)

Total equity

Statement of Changes in Equity
Bursary funds

Figures in Rand

130,126

Balance at 01January 2019
Surplus for the year
Movement in the fund
Total changes
Balance at 01 January 2020
Surplus for the year
Movement in the fund
Total changes
Balance at 31 December 2020

(33,374)
(33,374)
96,752
982,762
982,762
1,079,514
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71,747,015
3,177,188

74,924,203
967,064

75,891,267

71,877,141
3,177,188
(33,374)
(33,374)
75,020,955
967,064
982,762
982,762
76,970,781

Statement of Cash Flows
Figures in Rand

2020

2019

17

(3,479,509)
3,237,322
162,036
(836)
(80,987)

(2,800,878)
5,081,562
39,061
(1,680)
2,318,065

2
2

(238,758)
45,055
(66,467)
356,749
96,579

(534,988)
21,297
(5,258)
(486,296)
(1,005,245)

15,592
4,786,044
4,801,636

1,312,820
3,473,224
4,786,044

Note(s)

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash used in operations
Interest received
Dividends received
Finance costs
Net cash f rom operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Sale of property, plant and equipment
Net movement in related parties loans
Net movement in financial assets
Net cash from investing activities
Totalcash movement for the year
Cash at the beginning of the year
Total cash at end of the year

7
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Accounting Polcies
1.

Basis of preparation and summary of significant accounting policies

The consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis in accordance with the International
Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities, and the Companies Act 71 of 2008. The consolidated annual financial
statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for the measurement of investment properties and certain financial
instruments at fair value, and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below. They are presented in South African Rands.
These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.
1.1 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are tangible assets which the association holds for its own use or for rental to others and which are
expected to be used for more than one period.
An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the
item will flow to the association,and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.
Cost includes costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred subsequently to
add to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an item of property,plant and equipment,
the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.
Expenditure incurred subsequently for major services, additions to or replacements of parts of property, plant and equipment are
capitalised if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the expenditure will flow to the association and the cost can be
measured reliably. Day to day servicing costs are included in profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.
Property,plant and equipment is subsequently stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses,
except for land which is stated at cost less any accumulated impairment losses.
Depreciation of an asset commences when the asset is available for use as intended by management. Depreciation is charged to write
off the asset’s carrying amount over its estimated useful life to its estimated residual value, using a method that best reflects the pattern
in which the asset’s economic benefits are consumed by the association.
The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows:
Item

Depreciation method

Average useful life

Land and buildings

Straight line

Infinite

Furniture and fixtures

Straight line

6 years (16.67%)

Office equipment

Straight line

5 years (20%)

Computer equipment

Straight line

3 years (33.33%)

Computer software

Straight line

2 years (50%)
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When indicators are present that the useful lives and residual values of items of property, plant and equipment have changed since
the most recent annual reporting date,they are reassessed. Any changes are accounted for prospectively as a change in accounting
estimate.
Impairment tests are performed on property, plant and equipment when there is an indicator that they may be impaired. When the carrying
amount of an item of property, plant and equipment is assessed to be higher than the estimated recoverable amount, an impairment loss
is recognised immediately in profit or loss to bring the carrying amount in line with the recoverable amount.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its
continued use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment, determined as
the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item , is included in profit or loss when the item
is derecognised.
1.2 Financial instruments
Financial instruments at amortised cost
These include loans,trade receivables and trade payables.Those debt instruments which meet the criteria in section 11.S(b) of the
standard, are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Debt instruments which are classified as
current assets or current liabilities are measured at the undiscounted amount of the cash expected to be received or paid, unless the
arrangement effectively constitutes a financing transact ion.
Financial instruments at fair value
All other financial instruments, including equity instruments that are publicly traded or whose fair value can otherwise be measured
reliably, without undue cost or effort, are measured at fair value through profit and loss.
If a reliable measure of fair value is no longer available without undue cost or effort, then the fair value at the last date that such a
reliable measure was available is treated as the cost of the instrument. The instrument is then measured at cost less impairment until
management are able to measure fair value without undue cost or effort.
1.3 Impairment of assets
The association assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired.
If there is any such indication, the recoverable amount of any affected asset (or group of related assets) is estimated and compared with
its carrying amount. If the estimated recoverable amount is lower, the carrying amount is reduced to its estimated recoverable amount,
and an impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss.
If an impairment loss subsequent ly reverses,the carrying amount of the asset (or group of related assets) is increased to the revised
estimate of its recoverable amount, but not in excess of the amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been
recognised for the asset (or group of assets) in prior years. A reversal of impairment is recognised immediately in profit or loss.
1.4 Equity
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities.
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1.5 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within 12 months after the service is rendered, such as leave pay and sick
leave, bonuses, and non-monetary benefits such as medical care), are recognised in the period in which the service is rendered and are
not discounted.
Defined contribution plans
Payments to defined contribution retirement benefit plans are charged as an expense as they fall due.
Defined benefit plans
For defined benefit plans the cost of providing the benefits is determined using the projected unit credit method. Past service costs are
recognised immediately as an expense. Actuarial gains or losses are recognised in profit or loss. Gains or losses on the curtailment or
settlement of a defined benefit plan are recognised in profit or loss when the association is demonstrably committed to curtailment or
settlement.
When it is virtually certain that another party will reimburse some or all of the expenditure required to settle a defined benefit obligation,
the right to reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset. The asset is measured at fair value. In all other respects, the asset is
treated in the same way as plan assets. In the statement of income and retained earnings , the expense relating to a defined benefit plan
is presented as the net of the amount recognised for a reimbursement.
1.6 Provisions and contingencies
Provisions are recognised when the association has an obligation at the reporting date as a result of a past event; it is probable that
the association will be required to transfer economic benefits in settlement ;and the amount of the obligation can be estimated reliably.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the amount expected to be required to settle the obligation using a pre-tax rate that
reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the obligation.The increase in the provision due
to the passage of time is recognised as interest expense. Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.
1.7 Revenue
Revenue is recognised to the extent that the association has rendered services under an agreement provided the amount of revenue
can be mcu;,ured reliably and it is probable that economic benefits associated w ith the transaction will flow to the association Revenue
is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, excluding sales taxes and discounts.
Service revenue is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting period.The Stage of
completion is determined by surveys of work performed. When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of services cannot
be estimated reliably, revenue is recognised only to the extent of the expenses recognised that are recoverable. Revenue comprises of
income earned through subscriptions , entrance fees, capitation fees, seminars and chamber services provided and also income from
special projects performed. Interest is recognised, in profit or loss, using the effective interest rate method. Dividends are recognised, in
prof it or loss, when the association’s right to receive payment has been established.
1.8 Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
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2020

Figures in Rand

2019

2. Property, plant and equipment
2020
Cost or
revaluation
Land and buildings
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment
Computer equipment
Computer software
Total

Accumulated
depreciation

7,111,000
777,226
345,619
1,055,925
240,191
9,529,961

(558,237)
(299,447)
(890,241)
(198,785)
(1,946,710)

2019
Carrying
value

Cost or
revaluation

7,111,000
218,989
46,172
165,684
41 ,406
7,583,251

7,111,000
690,478
345,619
967,066
240,191
9,354,354

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying
value

(514,656)
(285,026)
(820,169)
(101,047)
(1,720,898)

7,111,000
175,822
60,593
146,897
139,144
7,633,456

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2020
Opening
balance
Land and buildings
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment
Computer equipment
Computer software

7,111,000
175,822
60,593
146,897
139,144
7,633,456

Additions

Disposals

86,354
152,404
238,758

Depreciation

(21,132)
(21,132)

Closing balance

(43,187)
(14,421)
(112,485)
(97,738)
(267,831)

7,111,000
218,989
46,172
165,684
41,406
7,583,251

Reconciliation of property,plant and equipment - 2019
Opening
balance
Land and buildings
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment
Computer equipment
Computer software

7,111,000
23,726
19,525
150,770
632
7,305,653
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Additions
164,277
57,250
117,985
195,476
534,988

Disposals
(5,039)
(5,039)

Depreciation
(12,181)
(16,182)
(116,819)
(56,964)
(202,146)

Closing balance
7,111,000
175,822
60,593
146,897
139,144
7,633,456
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Figures in Rand

2020

2019

446,900
51,219
851,881
1,350,000

446,900
51,219
851,881
1,350,000

3,201,754
2,559,246
5,761,000

3,201,754
2,559,246
5,761,000

Details of properties
Land and buildings consist of section No. 8, N1 City Mews Block A,
situated at Goodwood and held by title deed No. ST2843.98.
- Purchase price: 5 March 1998
- Additions since purchase
- Revaluation
ERF 253 Halfway House Township Extension 12
- Purchase price
- Revaluation

Registers with details of land and buildings are available for inspection by their duly authorised representat ives at the registered office
of the chamber .
3. Loans to (from) related parties
Cheque Printers Association
Envelope Manufacturers and Manufacturing Stationers of South Africa
South African Screen Printing Association

4,521

(2,224)
(81,905)
22,183

4,521

(61,946)

4,521

22,183
(84,129)
(61,946)

The above loans are unsecured, interest free and have no fixed terms of repayment.
Non-current assets
Non-current liabilities

4,521

4. Financial assets
At fair value
Old Mutual Galaxy Investments
Ninety One investments
FNB Money Market Investments
Satrix Investments
Stanlib Investments
Non-current assets
At fair value
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3,331,815

3,191,468

58,588,561
6,265,447
809,405
1,136,315
70,131,543

58,663,923
6,069,939
734,050
1,075,297
69,734,677

70,131,543

69.734,677
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2020

Figures in Rand

2019

5. Retirement benefits
Post Retirement Medical Aid Benefit
The Post Retirement Medical Aid Benefit is actuarially valued every year on the projected unit method. The scheme was independently
revalued in the current year by Arch Actuarial Consulting who are registered Actuar ies. The valuation was performed using the projected
unit credit method.Arch Actuarial Consulting were of the opinion that the scheme was in a sound financial position.
The Post Retirement Medical Aid Benefit was closed to employees who joined the Organisation after January 2000. The benefit is
available to employees who have since gone on retirement and are eligible for retirement at the age of 63. The Organisation is liable for
50% of the employee’s medical aid cost and the other 50% is deducted from their monthly pension by the Pension Fund Administrators.
Carrying value
Opening balance
Movement for the year

(7,653,000)
227,000

(7,283,000)
(370,000)

(7,426,000)

(7,653,000)

Defined contribution plan
It is the policy of the Federation to provide retirement benefits to all its employees. A number of defined contribution pension funds, all of
which are subject to the Pensions Fund Act exist for this purpose.
The Federation is under no obligation to cover any unfunded benefits.
6. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
Prepayments
Deposits
Other receivable

2,670,638
79,245
160,688
36,413
2,946,984

Trade and other receivables impaired
The amount of the provision was R 1,013,922 (2019: R 1,215,101).
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6,952,624
87,746
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35,688
7,136,746
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Figures in Rand

2020

2019

5,452
2,082,148
2,742,267
(28,231)
4,801,636

1,168
2,878,771
1,935,938
(29,833)
4,786,044

7. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of :
Cash on hand
Bank balances
Short-term deposits
Credit card and fleet

8. Bursary funds
These funds were bequeathed to the association for the purposes of education and training in the printing and packaging industry.
Education Fund

899,749

SA Printing College

-

96,752
83,013

96,752

1,079,514

96,752

Trade payables

158,995

5,593,369

Value added tax

73,166

60,987

Accrued leave pay

373,666

162,963

Accrued PAYE, SOL and UIF

354,668

203,971

Other accrued expenses

110,659

491 ,566
42,166

1,071,154

6,555,022

Envelope Manufacturers & Manufactur ing Stationers of SA

-

9. Trade and other payables

-

Deposits received

10. Revenue
Capitation fees

1,378,940

1,355,858

Chamber services

1,743,426

7,339,377

1,529,555
13,609,025

2,647,035
14,680,776

18,260,946

26,023,046

Chamber courses and training
Subscriptions and membership fees
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Figures in Rand

2020

2019

999,384

875,879

23,923
267,83 1
11,458,564

16,258
202,146
12,041 ,015

162,036

39,061

3,237,322
3,399,358

5,081,562
5,120,623

753,615

1,556,452

836

1,680

11. Operating deficit
Operating deficit for the year is stated after accounting for the following:
Operating lease charges
Premises
• Contractual amounts
Profit (loss) on sale of fixed assets
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Employee costs

12. Investment revenue
Dividend revenue
Financial assets
Interest revenue
Bank and financial assets

13. Fair value adjustments
Financial assets

14. Finance costs
Bank

15. Taxation
No provision has been made f or 2020 taxation as the Association is exempt from income tax as per Section 10(1)(d)(iv)(bb) of the Income Tax Act.
16. Auditor’s remuneration
Fees

306,047
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Figures in Rand

2020

2019

967,064

3,177,188

267,831
(23,923)
(162,036)
(3,237,322)
836
(753,615)
(227,000)
982,762

202,146
(16,258)
(39,061)
(5,081,562)
1,680
(1,556,452)
370,000
(33,374)

4,189,762
(5,483,868)
(3,479,509)

(2,294,476)
2,469,291
(2,800,878)

17. Cash used in operations
Profit before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Profit on sale of assets
Dividends received
Interest received
Finance costs
Fair value adjustments
Movements in retirement benefit assets and liabilities
Movement in Bursary funds
Changes in working capital:
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other payables

18. Related parties
Relationships

Chambers								Printing Industries Federation of South Africa 									
National Office Chamber
									Printing Industries Federation of South Africa - Cape Chamber
									Printing Industries Federation of South Africa - KZN Chamber
									Printing Industries Federation of South Africa - CentralChamber
									Printing Industries Federation of South Africa - Northen Chamber
Associates								Cheque Printers Association
									Envelope Manufacturers and Manufacturing Stationers
									of South Africa
									South African Screen Printing Assoc iation
									Flexographic Technical Association of South Africa
									Paper Packaging Employers Assoc iation of South Africa
Members of the Board							
									
									
									
									
									
									
									
									

LAS Wright (President)
Dr AM Mahomed (Executive)
DH Joubert (Past President)
A Read (Non executive)
M Burger (Non executive)
GD Currie (Non executive)
KA Leid (Executive)
MJ Wiese (Non executive)
Z Bagus (Executive)
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Notes to the Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
Figures in Rand

2020

2019

4,521
29,255
16,840
-

22,183
(1,893,998)
6,117
19,182

(202,427)

(545,077)

Related party balances and transactions with other related parties
Related party balances
Loan accounts - Owing (to) by related parties
South African Screen Printing Association
ISOE Discretionary Grant
Flexographic Technical Association of South Africa
Paper Packaging Employers Assoc iation of South Africa
Related party transactions
Administration fees paid to (received from) related parties
ISOE Discretionary Grant
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Detailed Income Statement
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

Revenue
Capitation fees
Chamber services
Chamber courses and training
Subscriptions and membership fees
10

2020

2019

1,378,940
1,743,426
1,529,555
13,609,025
18,260,946

1,355,858
7,339,377
2,647,035
14,680,776
26,023,046

2,086
162,036
753,615
23,923
3,237,322
1,939,660
55,118
77,848
6,251,608

985,981
120
39,061
1,556,452
16,258
5,081,562
442,035
398,526
12,434
24,159
8,556,588

(23,544,654)

(31,400,766)

967,900
(836)
967,064

3,178,868
(1,680)
3,177,188

Other income
AGM and events income
Discount received
Dividends received
Fair value adjustments
Gains on disposal of assets
Interest received
Project funding
Rental and hiring of facilities
Special project income
Sundry income

12
13
12

Expenses (Refer to page 21)
Operating surplus
Finance costs
Surplus for the year

11
14

The supplementary information presented does not form part of the consolidated annual financ ial statements and is unaudited
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Detailed Income Statement
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

Operating expenses
Administration and management fees
Advertis ing
Assets less than R7,000
Auditors remuneration
Bad debts
Bank charges
Cleaning
Computer expenses
Consulting and professional fees
Courses and training
Delegates expenses
Depreciation
Discount allowed
Document storage
Donations
Employee costs
Entertainment
Fines and penalties
Gifts
Insurance
Legal expenses
Motor vehicle expenses
Moving expenses
Postage
Printing and stationery
Professional association fees
Rent, utilities and rates
Repairs and maintenance
Security
Shared services
Special projects
Staff welfare
Subscriptions
TI Blocks
Telephone and fax
Training
Travel - local

16
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2020

2019

365,246
211,494
94,391
306,047
297,924
61,936
187,410
821,277
579,047
184,747
18,537
267,831
4,335
48 ,110
50
11,458,564
36,335
10,543
6,676
193,541
13,558
111,308
20,365
71,271
999,384
114,209
38,642
5,423,139
559,690
10,657
64,652
530,699
246,691
27,305
159,043
23,544,654

297,245
1,036,210
113,337
291,257
463,009
56,090
231,118
510,682
640,232
238,571
72,090
202,146
17,603
43,108
1,450
12,041,015
729,564
4,082
28,200
156,398
114,638
254,761
8,815
10,435
127,869
21,493
875,879
236,680
39,655
6,388,976
3,864,814
29,498
17,847
867,236
261,126
519,036
588,601
31,400,766
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